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General Revision – Term 3 

 

Composition 

*Choose the correct completions for the following sentences: 

        Majed Ahmed Abdullah is the best {  1: A-football.      B- tennis}  striker in the 

history of Saudi Arabia. {  2: A-He       B- he  } is also the all-time goal leader of the 

Saudi national team. He was born in {  3:A- Jeddah     B- Riyadh} , but moved to 

Riyadh with his family when he was very young. Majed’s father was a football 
 {  4: A-manager    B- Manager}. Majed and his friends used to play for a club called  

{   5: A- Al-Nasser      B-AL -Hilal} while he {  6: A-was    B- is} still in high school. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Comprehension 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

         Eid Al-Fitr is a Muslim holiday that marks the end of Ramadan. It is the most 

widely celebrated holiday in the Islamic calendar. The day begins with a light snack, 

usually dates, and the Eid prayer. People often decorate their homes and cook 

festive meals for family and friends. Older members of the family offer money to 

children. Everyone does their best to be kind and generous to others, especially to 

those who are in need. At the end of Ramadan, Muslims donate food (such as dates 

and rice) to the poor. This is called Zakat Al-Fitr. Another important celebration is Eid 

Al-Adha. To celebrate Eid Al-Adha, Muslims all over the world sacrifice an animal. 

Depending on the region, they sacrifice a lamb, a goat, a camel, or a cow. The family 

shares the meal with friends and donates some to the poor. Families get together for 

a special meal, visit friends and neighbors, and exchange gifts. 

 

7- The passage is about: 

A-Eid celebrations                     B- Schools in KSA. 

8-There are ………….Eids in Islam: 
A- three                 B- one          C- two 

9- People have a ………………. before Eid Al-Fitr prayer. 

A- light breakfast                 B- heavy meal  

10- At the end of Ramadan, Muslims donate food to the……….. 
A- rich                         B- poor 

11- To celebrate……………………., Muslims all over the world sacrifice an animal. 
 A- Eid Al-Fitr               B- Eid Al-Adha 

12- gifts means ……………….. 
A- presents                          B- talk 

Grammar 

13-My mom can’t stand…………………..because she gets seasick. 

A- Sailing                  B- to sail     

14- I hate …………………. on the boat all day. 

A-Sit                  B- Sitting 

15- Ahmed ………………………… come tonight. He’s finishing an assignment. 

A- can              B- can not 

 16- They....................working on a project on weekend. 

A- is                B-are               C-am 
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17-Are you going to wear jeans? 

 A-Yes, he is         B- Yes, I am  

18-He did not ..........................a walk yesterday. 

A- take                B-took 

Saw is the past tense of the verb………….  19- 

A- sea                  B- see 

Vocabulary 

20-You can buy books from a................ 

A-bank                 B- bookstore 

21- A high-tech phone is a …………………… 

A-car race                  B- smart phone. 

22- She wears a ........................... 

A- white short beautiful dress .                 B- beautiful short white dress. 

23-Where you can fly to places. 

A- Airport                   B-  Bank 

24-Some people do not like Indian food because it is…………… 

A) Cold             B- Spicy           C- Salty 

25-How are things? means:............................ 

A- you are joking                         B-How are you? 

26-looking for means:   
A- Search for                               B-Drink 

 

*Choose the correct spelling: 

 

27-   A- stayed                    B-staied 

28-   A-Pink                          B- Pkin 

29-   A-Tie                            B- Tei 

30-  A- Parades                  B-Aprades 

31-There............................small windows in old houses. 

A) was 

B) were 

32- The past tense of come is: 

A) came 

B) coming 

33-They....................working on a project on weekend 

C) A-is                 B- are                 C-am 

34- ...................... he going to play a match? 

A) Is 
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B) Are 

C) Am 

13-....................your father born in the States? 

A) Were 

B) Was 

35-No, they................... 

A) were not 

B) was not 

you're saying something I think is strange.  36- 

A)Are you happy? 

B)Are you crazy? 

 HeEid is a famous Saudi horseman. -Khaled Al -37 

is a member of the Saudi Equestrian Team and  

travels around the world to compete in show jumping events. 

He refers to: 

A) Saudi Arabia 

B) Khaled Al-Eid 

 

 I wish the best of luck 


